John Brumley is credited with finding the archaeological site of Wahkpa Chu’gn (meaning little or middle river in Assiniboine
and referring to the Milk River . This site is a prehistoric buffalo kill and camp used by Native American people for over the
last 2000 years.
At the age of 13 years, John became interested in the archaeology of the area by joining a local adult group called the “Milk
River Group”. While exploring the river banks and rabbit hunting, he discovered buffalo bones, fire crack rock and a stone
knife. This discovery was brought to the Milk River Group and excavation began the next summer.

Over the next 3 years they discovered different styles of artifacts in different areas and depths. Finding this pattern showed
that the site was stratified (had layers) with the oldest layer at the bottom.

A Buffalo Jump was a place where animals were driven over a cliff and killed by the fall or the wounded killed after the fall.
Because sometimes the animals were not killed outright by the fall, corral structures where built at the bottom of the bluff to
contain the animals until the kill.

The Native Americans had an elaborate
way of hazing by having hunters slowly
move the animals toward the jump
without panicking them and as they got
closer and closer to the jump they would
drive the animals faster so by the time
the buffalo reached the bluff they were in
a confused state. The animals in the
middle couldn't see what was going on
and they followed blindly the ones in
front of them.

The corral structure where made with
twigs and branches so it would be a solid
wall to the buffalo. If the buffalo saw
light shining through the barrier, they
would run through the wall and the herd
would escape.
The Native Americans used the
knowledge of the buffalo behavior to
develop the best ways to contain them.

Excavation was processed in a grid pattern
such as, 5 foot square going down in 6
inch layers. Evaluation was then done on
what was at each level. Comparing the
artifacts at each level to same artifacts
found at other sites answered the
question of which time period.

Screening is passing the materials that
where found thru a 1/4 inch square wire
mesh screen. Artifacts where then bagged
for later analyzing.
Three archeology cultures used the
Wahkpa Chu’gn site for buffalo kills.

John Brumley at 13 years old.
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The Besant used the site the
most extensively by use of the
entire coulee but also they used
other coulees to the East and
West. There is evidence of stone
boiling and use of the Atlatl.
Avonlee and Saddle Butte used
the coulee bottom on the West
area of the site. There weapon
was the bow and arrow.

The Atlatl consisted of the dart and an arrow. The dart was heavier than the arrow that had a hook at one end and the
gripping area at the other end. To use, the dart was fit on the arrow with the hook and would allow the arm to be
extended. This allowed the arrow to be thrown a greater distance and velocity.

Butchering was a pretty extensive and intensive activity after animals where killed. They would dismember the animals to a
certain point then transport it to nearby campsites or processing areas. The amount of dismemberment that took place
depended on a number of factors. The American Native had a use for every part of the buffalo but they did not use every part of
the buffalo every time. If they killed more animals then they could use, they would select the youngest, most tender ,animals
and collect the best parts of the animal for processing and have to abandon some at the kill. That is what is referred to as “light
butchering” instead of heavy butchering. Also at certain times of the year the robe of the buffalo was in finer shape and better
for making lodge covers, robes or clothing. The Wahkpa Chu’gn kill site was used mostly from Fall to Spring. The heaviest use
was December thru January.

Final processing probably involved actual
cooking of the meat right then and for use
in the immediate short term .
This is a roasting pit 2 feet by 2 feet with a
layer of stones to form a platform , covered
with a light layer of willows, then pieces of
meat. It was then covered overnight and
dug up in the morning to eat.

Meat that was going to be stored for later
use was prepared in the form of dry meat.
It was air dried or smoked and their
cooking method involved what is called
“stone boiling”.

Stone boiling is taking stones and heating them in a fire then transferring these stones into a container “probably a piece of
hide“ or a pottery vessel filled with water. The heat from the stone brought the water to a boil and they used that to cook the
meat and render grease out of pieces of bone.

One common item that is found at kill sites is “firecrack rock”. Firecrack rock is
simply a waste material that is created when doing stone boiling. When the
stone is heated, and used for stone boiling after two to three times it will
shatter. Firecrack rock found in an area is a tell sign of a kill site verses a
campsite.

Wahkpa Chu’gn has developed into a site for education. The H.Earl Clack Museum Board started funding of building
displays. It has continued to evolve each year.
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Emmett Stallcop was the Wahkpa Chu’gn representative for the Museum Board in Havre. He initially had the ideas to develop
the displays funded by the County Museum. He was one to start private tours that where trusted enough not to vandalize the
site. It then grew with tours starting at the Museum (then located at the Fairgrounds). Soon school children started having
tours of the site.

Elinor Clack and Toni Hagener were the first ones who
worked very hard in promoting the Buffalo Jump. They
reached out to the Assiniboine natives for history and
worked with the community for tourism. Both gave tours
and promoted this treasured site.

Elaine Morse has continued to preserve and build the
Buffalo Jump as the H.Earl Clack Museum Foundation
President.
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The John and Anna Brumley Interpretive Center is located at the top of the touring area. It has beautiful displays and items
to view about the buffalo jump.

Anna and John Brumley received the Montana Historical Society Governors Humanity Award in 2013. Anna
stated “It was a lifetime honor for us”.

John and Anna retired from the managing of the Wahkpa Chu’gn Buffalo Jump in 2016. The H.Earl Clack Museum
Foundation has proudly taken over managing and preserving this special site.

